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A PHILOSOPHY OF VOLUNTEERISM 

FOR 

STONEHILL COMMUNITIES 

 

In order to present a philosophical statement of volunteerism for an institution, the need to 
examine the mission statement of such an institution is paramount. Therefore, in presenting a 
philosophy for volunteerism at the Stonehill Communities, a review of the institution’s mission 
and values statement is considered: 

“We, the Stonehill Communities community, in the spirit of St. Francis, offer quality residential, 
respite and health services in daily celebration of the dignity of older adults in an environment 
that respects families, staff, and volunteers.” 

We envision ourselves as providers of quality services for older adults in partnership with their 
families and community. As a not-for-profit community, our guiding values include: 

 Hospitality: we warmly welcome all; 
 Compassion: we offer empathy, comfort and healing; 

Reverence: we hold each person in highest esteem, recognizing that we each possess a 
share in God’s gift of life; 

 Stewardship: we responsibly manage the resources entrusted to us. 
 
We embrace these and all values essential to ethical Catholic healthcare. 

While volunteerism is defined as the giving of time and talent, it also helps the institution to 
realize its mission and goals. Likewise, as individuals sense a need to give of their time and 
talent, they experience the privilege of serving and are involved in belonging to the 
organization in a special way.  

Ultimately, therefore, when individuals begin to realize the full meaning of volunteering, that it 
is in gibing which will enhance their sense of community and frequently strengthen the services 
which are rendered, they come to know that volunteerism is not just a giving activity. It assists 
the volunteers to experience a sense of belonging as well as contributing to the success and 
effectiveness of the institutional goals. Therefore, volunteerism is, and should be, a reciprocal 
and favorable experience for all involved, that is, both for the institution as well as for the corps 
of the volunteers. 

 

 

 



WHAT SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES DO US AS VOLUNTEERS HAVE UNDER THE 
PRIVACY RULE? 

 

Among others, the following will apply: 

1. Do not discuss a resident’s or client’s health information (for example: the resident’s 
condition, medical treatments, habits, etc.) in the presence of visitors unless the 
resident/client grants you permission to do so. 

• If the resident is unable to respond, determine who the visitors are. (For 
example: Are they family members, friends, etc.?) 

• If the visitors are involved in the resident’s/client’s care, and you have reason to 
believe the resident would want them to know this information, then you may 
discuss the information with them. 

• If you are not sure about discussing the information with the visitor, simply 
indicate that the information is confidential and you are not permitted to discuss 
it. Refer the visitor to your supervisor.  

2. Do not discuss the resident’s/client’s health information, condition, status, etc. in a loud 
voice in the hallway, nurses’ station, etc. because other persons may overhear you. 

3. If you need to discuss the resident’s/client’s health information, condition, etc., do so in 
a low, confidential manner. It may be necessary for you to move to a private area such 
as the medication room.  

4. The privacy rule allows you to discuss a resident’s/client’s care with your co-workers IF 
this person has need of the information to perform their job.  
Examples: 

• You may discuss with your supervisor how a resident responded to a medical 
treatment, a new medication, skin care issues, care planning, etc. 

• You may discuss a resident’s/client’s eating habits or likes/dislikes. Preferred 
snacks, etc. with nursing staff or dietary staff. 

• You may discuss the resident’s/client’s activity participation with the activity 
staff, or resident-to-resident interaction with social services.  

5. Should you be approached by someone seeking protected health information: 
• Ask for identification 
• Determine authority 
• Refuse to provide any information if you are unsure about the validity of the 

identification or authority documents; and 
• If you are unsure about the information you have been asked to provide, talk 

with your supervisor before disclosing any information. 



6. Unless then resident/client objects, (this objection should be documented for future 
reference) the following information may be provided to persons who ask about the 
resident/client BY NAME: 

• Information about his/her general condition> doing fair, doing well, is able to 
have visitors, etc. 

• The room location of the resident.  
7. Unless the resident/client objects (again, document any objections for further 

reference) the following information may be provided to the clergy, even if the clergy 
DOES NOT ask about the resident by name: 

• The resident’s/client’s name 
• The general condition of the resident/client (doing fair, doing well, is able to 

have visitors, etc.) 
• The room location of the resident/client. 

8. If you receive a telephone call about a resident/client, you must: 
• Confirm the identity of the person 
• Obtain information as to the relationship to the resident/client; and  
• Not release any information that is not permitted by the resident. (Check 

Authorization form and any restrictions listed on form titled: Request to Restrict 
Use and Disclosure of Health Information) 

9. If you are unsure about whether or not Stonehill has a resident’s/client’s Authorization 
to release health information, refer the call to your supervisor. Authorization must be 
confirmed before information is released. 

10. If you find documents about resident’s/client’s health information in a trash container 
or in an unattended area, you should take them to your supervisor for proper filing, 
storage, or disposal. 

11. When sharing or disclosing protected health information, only provide the minimum 
information necessary to accomplish the purpose of the request. 

12. Do not discuss a resident’s/client’s health information or condition in public areas 
(dining rooms, break rooms, hallways, elevators, lobbies, copying areas, etc.) 

13. When it is necessary to discuss a resident’s/client’s protected health information in a 
semi-private room, close the privacy curtain and talk with the resident/client in a low 
voice to prevent others from overhearing the conversation. 
Options: 

• Take the resident/client to another area for the discussion. 
• Ask the other person(s) to step out of the room.  

14. Report all known or suspected unauthorized access, use, or disclosure of protected 
health information to the privacy officer. 

15. Do not share your computer password. Do not allow other to enter data while the 
computer is logged on using our password. Do not leave your computer workstation or 



terminal unattended. Protect your computer screen from unauthorized access (staff and 
visitors). 

16. Position all printed materials containing resident/client health information in such a 
manner that they may not be viewed or read by unauthorized persons. Place these 
printed materials in a secure area before leaving the work area and at the end of your 
shift.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



HANDWASHING 

The aging process causes our resident’s immune system to be less effective in fighting off 
infections. Furthermore, the multiple chronic diseases, which are common among our 
residents, diminish their immunity by impairing the efficiency of major organs. 

There really is a very simple method of eliminating most infections- It’s called HAND WASHING. 
In fact, hand washing is the single MOST effective way to prevent the spread of infection.  

As a volunteer, you too will have an important role in preventing the spread of infection. You 
will be expected to wash your hands before and after: 

• Eating, smoking, blowing nose 
• Using the toilet 
• Handling supplies or a resident’s personal items 
• Assisting with meal service 
• Resident contact 

How to Perform Proper Hand Washing 

1. Standing so that your clothes are away from the sink, turn the water on and allow it to 
run in a moderate stream and at a comfortable temperature. (Hot water is not 
necessary; tepid water is equally effective.) 

2. Thoroughly wet your hands and wrists. Vigorously lather your hands and wrists with 
soap and rub them together, creating friction to all surfaces for 10-15 seconds-about the 
length of time it takes to sing the first verse of “Happy Birthday”. Pay particular 
attention to the areas between the fingers, around the knuckles and wrists, and under 
the fingernails. 

3. Holding your hands with the fingers pointed down, rinse your hands and wrists 
thoroughly under running water.  

4. Dry your hands thoroughly with paper towels, and then turn off the faucets with a clean, 
dry paper towel. Discard the paper towels in the wastebasket. 

5. You may apply lotion if your hands are dry or chapped.  

Hand Hygiene 

Stonehill also makes use of waterless alcohol-based hand sanitizer. You may see these 
containers mounted on the walls of various resident rooms, utility rooms, and at other 
locations throughout the facility. Using the waterless alcohol-based hand sanitizer is an 
otherwise acceptable method of hand hygiene. We encourage you to use this product at 
appropriate times.  To use the product, dispense a small amount of the sanitizer into your 
hands, rubbing your hands together until they are dry. 

 



WHEELCHAIR SAFETY 

Many residents move about from place to place with use of a wheelchair. For their safety and 
the safety of others, we offer the following instructions and reminders. 

Folding and Unfolding the Wheelchair 
To fold, simply lift up under the center edge of the seat upholstery. To unfold, tilt the chair 
slightly to one side to raise the wheels on the opposite side off of the floor, then press down on 
one or both seat rails.  
Applying the Wheel Locks 
Push forward on the lock tips, (or pull back on the pull to lock type), until the locks snap into the 
locked position. Do not allow resident to enter or exit the wheel without having the locks 
securely engaged.  
Folding the Footplates up into a Vertical Position 
If the footplates are equipped with heel loops, these must first be pulled forward over the rear 
of the footplates. The footplates themselves can then be folded up into the vertical position by 
lifting up on the inside edges of the footplates.  
Releasing and Swinging Away the Front Rigging 
Whether the wheelchair is equipped with standard footrests or elevating leg rests, this 
procedure permits the user to make much closer approaches for easier, safer transfers to beds, 
toilets, automobiles, etc. simply activate the release mechanism and swing the front rigging can 
also be removed from the chair entirely by simply lifting it off. This removal will make lifting the 
chair or loading into a car much easier for the caregiver.  
From the swing away position, the front rigging can be returned to the standard position by 
simply swinging it back to the front of the wheelchair. It will lock automatically in the forward 
position. Check to be sure that the footrests are securely locked. 

If the front rigging has been removed from the chair, simply replace it in the swing away 
position, then swing it back to the standard front position when required.  

Some footrests do not swing away and must be removed manually. Simply slide the footrest 
over the hooks and lock them into place with the lever, which is in the same area.  

Elevating Leg Rest Adjustment 
If the wheelchair is equipped with elevating leg rests, the legs of the user can be elevated by 
simply lifting the leg rests up to the desired position. To lower them again, support the leg rest 
with one hand while activating the elevation release mechanism with the other, and lower to 
the desired position.  

 

 

 

 



EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS 

Be Prepared. Be Aware. Be Ready. 

Emergencies include but are not limited to: 
• Fire 
• Power Outage 
• Weather 
• Missing Person 
• Bomb Threat 
• Violent Intruder/Active Shooter 
• Medical Emergencies 

In the event of an emergency, ALL STAFF are required to follow the appropriate procedures for 
each situation. If volunteers are able to assist staff in moving residents, they can. 
 

Types of Emergencies and Disasters: 

Emergency 
• An unexpected or sudden event that disrupts Stonehill Communities’ ability to 

provide care, the environment of care itself, or results in sudden, significantly 
changed or increased demand for the organization’s services. 

Disaster 
• A type of emergency that, due to its complexity, scope or duration, threatens 

Stonehill ’s service capabilities and requires outside assistance to sustain 
patient/client/resident care, and safety or security functions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FIRE SAFETY 

Most of us are aware of the dangers of fire, yet every year thousands die from fire-related 
causes. To some extent, this occurs because people are not well informed about the causes of 
fire. Obviously the best way to manage a fire is to prevent it in the first place! As a volunteer, 
you may be in the position to help staff prevent fire. 

The threat of burns and fire is frightening to everyone- but for the elderly, the threat is even 
more significant. The elderly person’s vulnerability to accidents involving burns or fire is caused 
by the physical and psychological losses caused by the aging process. For example, slowed 
reaction times, unsteady ambulation, poor coordination or balance, a loss of visual acuity and 
adequate hearing, as well as confusion and a host of other age related conditions. 

Fire Prevention 
The focus of fire prevention is to keep the three elements of every fire from coming together at 
the same time and in the same place. These three elements are: fuel, heat, and oxygen. Since 
oxygen is always present in our environment, it is vital that the other two elements are 
controlled. Examples of ways you can help to prevent fires are listed below: 

1. Residents who smoke must be assisted outside and should be reminded to use 
the ashtrays that are provided. Severely confused or weak residents may require 
staff of volunteer observation to prevent clothing fires caused by stray ashes. 

2. Electrical fires may be prevented by checking resident appliances and equipment 
for frayed wires, loose connections, or defective plugs prior to use. Heat-
producing appliances (i.e. hot plates, coffee makers, irons, etc.) are not 
permitted. Extension cords are not allowed at Stonehill, however GFI approved 
multiple plugs are permitted. 

3. Avoid over-loading circuits or allowing equipment to over-heat-especially in 
rooms where a resident uses oxygen from a portable tank.  

4. Avoid allowing the resident to use electrical equipment in the presence of 
oxygen- this includes razors and radios. 

5. Never use flammable liquids (eg. Alcohol, nail polish remover) or aerosol 
products (eg. Hair spray) in rooms where oxygen is in use.  

6. Make sure all oxygen tanks are safety secured with a chain or in a holder to 
prevent them from falling to the floor.  

Fire Response 
Be alert! If you smell something burning, report it immediately. If the door to an area is hot, 
never open it. To do so would cause the fire to quickly spread. Stonehill has an advanced fire 
alarm system which when activated will notify staff of the exact location of a fire. If a fire is 
detected, a public address announcement will be made stating. “Attention all staff, Dr. Red…” 
(followed by the exact location of the fire). 
 



In the Case of Fire, You Should: 
1. Remove resident in danger and close the door to the areas. 
2. Notify the nearest staff member of the fire and its location. 
3. Move to an area of safety to remain there. Assist staff to keep residents calm. 
4. Follow the instructions of the person(s) in charge. 

 

TORNADO SAFETY 

Living in Iowa means that we are used to a variety of weather conditions. Sometimes it seems 
we experience a diversity of them all at once! For example, rain, hail, and wind, or sun, rain, 
sleet, and ice. Since Mother Nature is in charge of what type of weather we encounter, our 
objective is to respond appropriately to insure the safety of our residents. During the spring, 
summer, and fall months, we are particularly concerned about tornadoes. As a volunteer, you 
may be called upon to assist staff to shelter our residents in the safe areas of our facility. For 
that reason, we want ot review the following information with you. 

Definitions: 
Tornado Watch: The conditions for a tornado to develop are present. 
Tornado Warning: A tornado has been sited, take shelter immediately. 
 

Severe Thunderstorm and Tornado Notices 
Stonehill receives its notices of severe weather watches, warnings, and bulletins from the 
weather alert radios on 3 North and at the Reception Desk. 
 
When our facility is made aware of either a severe thunderstorm watch or warning or a tornado 
watch, a “Code Gray” will be announced using the public address system. During a Code Gray, 
you will see staff quietly preparing for a severe weather emergency. Among other duties, they 
will be unlocking and clearing “safe areas” and closing draperies. 

In the event that a tornado warning is issued, you will again hear an announcement from the 
public address system. This announcement will direct staff members to assist residents, 
families, and volunteers to the designated safe areas of our building. Once in this safe area, 
your ability to visit, reassure, and calm the residents will boost our efforts and be greatly 
appreciated.  

Tornado Safe Areas 
The safe shelter areas of our buildings are generally those without windows. If you wish to learn 
about these, you may reference the floor diagrams that are posted near each elevator. 

 

 

 



Volunteer benefits 

In appreciation for their gifts of time and talent, volunteers are eligible for the following 
benefits: 

• Free lunch meal from the Stonehill Health Center cafeteria on days of service 

• Free basic membership to the Stonehill Wellness Center (for those volunteering 5 or 

more hours in a month. 

• Annual volunteer appreciation event 

• Free coffee 

• Birthday recognition in the Stonehill Gazette newsletter and on Stonehill TV 

• Letters of recommendation 

• Opportunity to socialize and form relationships 

• Networking 

• Skill development 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



How to Clock your Hours 

 

Clocking Hours on Phone 

• Go to www.stonehilldbq.com   
• Click the 3 black bars = in the upper right corner 
• Click on Ways to Help and then select Volunteer opportunities. 
• Scroll down to red box that says Volunteer Information Center and click on this to enter 
• Enter Log in:(your email address)  
• Enter Password:(you made when you filled out the application) and then select mobile 

site. 
• Click on the 3 bars in the upper left corner. 
• Click on time sheet record the date and hours.  It will give you steps to follow. 

Clocking Hours on Computer 

• Go to www.stonehilldbq.com   
• Click on Ways to Help and then select Volunteer opportunities. 
• Scroll down to red box that says Volunteer Information Center and click on this to enter. 
• Enter Log in :( your email address).  
• Enter Password :( you made when you filled out the application). 
• Click on time sheet record the date and hours.  It will give you steps to follow. 
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